
Company name or 
logo on cars with 
yellow plates



 

The regulations
There is a number of regulations that have to be 

followed in order to avoid fines: 

 - The cars must be equipped with the 

company’s name or logo and CVR number

 - Foreign goods vehicles must show proof of 

their registration in the RUT register on their 

windshield  

The regulations apply to all cars with yellow 

license plates with a total weight of up to 4 

tonnes. This requirement came into force on 1st 

January 2013.

Where should the information 
be displayed on the car?
 - The information should be displayed on both 

the right and left sides of the car 

 - The information must be visible, legible and 

in a colour that clearly differs from the colour 

of the car 

 - The company name and CVR number should 

be displayed in a way so that they are separate 

and there is no confusion between the two 

 - The information may not be shown on signs 

that can be taken on and off 

 - For example, the signs may be secured with 

self-adhesive plastic film 

What letter size do I need to 
use?
 - Letters and numbers must be at least 3 cm 

high. This applies both for your company name 

and CVR number 

 - However, if your vehicle is over 3.5 tonnes, 

your company’s name must be written with 

letters 10 cm high. The CVR number must also 

be written with numbers at least 3 cm high

Company name or logo on 
cars with yellow plates

As part of the fight against extensive organized undeclared work, cars with yellow 
license plates must bear a visible company name or logo and CVR (company 
registration) number. 



 

You can write the CVR number 
in two ways
On the same line: CVR 12345678

Or in two lines, with CVR at the top:

CVR

12345678

Company logo as an 
alternative to business name
If your company logo uniquely identifies your 

company, you are allowed to use the logo instead 

of the company name. This may be the case, for 

example, if your company name is included in the 

logo.

Let us help you
LeasePlan can offer a favourable arrangement 

for attaching the logo, company name and CVR 

number.

Call us at 3673 8300 eller lp@leaseplan.dk and 

let us help you comply with the regulations.
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